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Summary

Winter blooms with chills and fog but a winter carnival makes us forget that it is cold.
We all are like snowflakes, all different in our own beautiful way and winter carnival is
the best occasion to showcase skills by engaging everyone and making atmosphere
cheerful. With the advent of winters, RDIAS celebrated winter carnival - “Winterlude
2019”. The carnival was inaugurated with ribbon cutting ceremony by Director General,
RDIAS along with Dr. Manoj Gupta, Dean Admissions, Examinations and Administration,
RDIAS and Ms., Swati Oberoi , Event Incharge Winterlude 2019 to cut the ribbon. With
his motivation, the carnival began with full enthusiasm by encouraging all the students
and staff members to put up their best.

Sir then visited all the stalls and also played games to motivate and celebrate the
moments of this carnival with students.
There were in total 22 stalls displayed by students and various clubs & committee of
RDIAS in which 15 stalls were displayed by the students including games, food and
shopping stalls and rest 7 were the stalls put up by various clubs of RDIAS viz. Sports
Club, Women Cell, Literary Club, Dramatics Society, Media Management Cell(MMC) and
Social Heritage Club that has 2 stalls i.e. game and selling handmade products like divas
and greeting cards made by the students of RDIAS for raising funds in order to
contribute towards society.
The carnival was full of adventure and wonderful experiences of games, shopping, food and
rides. Winners among all the stalls were awarded for three categories as mentioned below:
1. Most Decorative Stall: “Hangover Game” by Sakshay, Jatin Dhingra, Ishan Vohra &
Divesh Suhaan(BBA-VI).
2. Most Innovative Stall: “Fun with Shots” by Priya Aggarwal, Nikita Aggarwal,
Raunak Sood & Astha Bhardwaj(MBA-II).
3. Best Delicacy: “The Sweet Tooth” by Bhavya Kakkar, Devanshi Johar(BBA-VI) &
Priyanshu Mittal(BBA IV)

Celebrations end but memories last, so this carnival concluded and left beautiful memories in
everyone’s mind. It was time to rejoice and hope for another carnival to be cherished and
celebrated in next winters.
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